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George, more on Hoover's 0 & C files and tapping end bugging Veisberg 6/25/73 

Some years ago I wrote that in order to understand FBI records one required the 

special dictionary it uses. Since then I have learned that it is not only the special 

oeaning it inparts to words - it also ia what the FBI can ondt because of the control 

it exerdsee over records. ■ ~ -■ 

As BOOH as I read the 0 & C records relating to the King electronic surveillances 
1 knew the file had been arranged to hold Bobby Kennedy responsible for what the F3I_ 

had done. (Please bear in alnd that I was never a 2obby partisan.) 

I can11 retrieve all the records X may have on this but I know I have sees not in 

ay current files. 

If you read the 0 & C records you will find that while the 151 does not say that , 

there was nothing prior to the Bobby inquiry of Evans (says Evans and the FBI) about 

electronic surveillances on “Hug only the most cautious and critical reader would oven _ 

suspect that the idea was not Bobby* 3. In later records the FBI arranges its quotes and 

references to say that it was indaed all ^obby1 a idea. * Z. • 

The two sets of Church Book HI records are not clear enough for you to pick up the : 

^citations but if you desire to do so you can from your ova copy. 

It is explicit on p. 115 that there “caa an earlier “proposal” for this kind of 

spying ^ Bobby. A number of DJ people of that period iiave so testified, including 

Guthnan. now at the iATiaaa* 

Throughout all of these pages it also ia explicit that po mi e-don to bug end tap was 

withdrawn, was not approved in Bansey Clark's last days, and there ia no record of the 

approval of tho Nixon administration, for *hich the FBI prepared in advance. The 0 & C 

records reflect socie of thiu preparation. Not any npprevil. 

?age 120 reports the whurch coordttee* a finding *4*at it could find no record of any 

approval of that poriod. I knew of an inquiry of Sol Ldndanbaua. who stated he hou no 

knowledge of any approval. The FBI. which has the need for it. has come up with none* 

Nonetheless the FBI vas still taprdng Klng/SCI£ phenes a year after King was killed. 

It then sought to plant what I aa satisfied ia a distorted if not fabricated deftratioa 

of **rs« and Ralph Abernathy* (Again I am not their partisan*) I have it over Be 

loach's signature that they picked up the allegation that these two were seeking to 

coufliercialiae ths" asuaasinatian by means of a wiretap. I an pretty sure 1 have put this 

into tha record in C.A.75-1996. In any event, I can give you a copy if you want it. The 

daje is 1969* ju3t days before the first anniversary of that assassination. 

Thia should read they picked up a conversation. DeL. mads tha allegation, presenting 

it as unequivocal fact* Can't possibly be true* And he said nobody would be able to 

connect the story to the FBI or pro vs it cama fron a tap. 
XI 

Only devils loving scripture. 3o you have another reeeon vhy officials, especially 

spooks^ hate SDIA. - ^ _ 


